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F G H

LISTENING SECTION

The Listening Section has 4 Parts and 24 questions. You will hear each of the Parts twice. 

PART 1

Look at the pictures below. You will hear 6 short dialogues. In each dialogue, 2 people 
are talking about a person in one of the pictures. Which person are they talking about? 
For each question, choose the best answer to each question and put a circle around 
the letter that matches the person. There is 1 picture you will not use. The first question 
has been done for you as an example. You will hear the dialogues twice. 
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Example:  Which person is Vicky?

 A B C D E F G H

Question 1:  Which person is Michelle’s dad?  

 A B C D E F G H

Question 2:  Which person is Sarah?

 A B C D E F G H

Question 3:  Which person is Mary?

 A B C D E F G H

Question 4:  Which person is Rita?

 A B C D E F G H

Question 5:  Which person is James?

  A B C D E F G H

Question 6:  Which person is Frank?

 A B C D E F G H
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PART 2

Helen and Bill are in a bookstore. Listen to them talking and read the sentences 
below. As you listen, put a circle around True if the sentence is true, or False if the 
sentence is false. The first question has been done for you as an example. You will 
hear the dialogue twice.

Example:  Bill likes reading. True False

Question 7:  The bookstore sells comics. True False

Question 8:  Helen likes adventure stories. True False

Question 9: The story about the bear was true. True False

Question 10: Helen buys a book about an island. True False

Question 11: Bill’s book is expensive. True False

Question 12: Helen’s aunt is coming for dinner. True False
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PART 3

Listen to a conversation between a girl and a boy who wants to join a football team 
at his school. While you listen, help the girl by filling in the form below. Use numbers 
or 1 word in each gap. You will hear the conversation twice. The first gap has been 
done for you as an example.

   FOOTBALL PRACTICE

 First Name:           

13. Last Name:             

14.  Address:      Princeton Street

15.   Years playing football:  

16.  Other sports:                  

17.   Practice days:  

 Monday and                  

18.  Phone number:            

J

M

mi m y

S
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PART 4

In this part of the Listening Test, you will hear 7 dialogues between 2 people. For each 
dialogue, there is one question and three pictures, A, B, and C. Choose the picture 
which best answers the question and put a circle around the letter for that picture. 
The first one has been done for you as an example. You will hear the dialogues twice. 

Example: How will Lisa get to school tomorrow?

Question 19: What was Tony’s favorite meal?

Question 20: What time will the movie start?

A B C

A B C

A B C

12

6

39

1
2

4
5

8
7

11
10

12

6

39

1
2

4
5

8
7

11
10

12

6

39

1
2

4
5

8
7

11
10
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Question 21: Where are Jenny’s glasses now?

Question 22: Where did Hilary have her birthday party?

Question 23: What is the weather like today?

Question 24: What is Jenny’s favorite subject?

End of the Listening Section

A B C

A B C

A B C

A B C
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There are 6 tasks in this section. You have 25 minutes to finish the tasks.

Task 1

Read the text below. The text is followed by 5 questions. For each question, there 
are 3 answer choices, a, b, and c. Choose the answer choice which best answers 
the question and put a circle around the letter. The first question has been done for 
you as an example. 

Magical Lantern Festival

An amazing lantern festival took place in March 2016 in London to 

celebrate the Chinese New Year. Artists from different countries came to 

Chiswick House Gardens to show their beautiful art. 

The lanterns were different sizes and some lanterns looked like wild 

animals and flowers. Tourists and visitors could take photos of  the 

beautiful lanterns. They also bought souvenirs to remember the festival.  

Lantern festivals happen every year in China to celebrate the New Year. 

Chinese people celebrate the New Year in February or March. In the past, 

people carried the lanterns around towns, but because the lanterns are 

now bigger and more special, they usually decorate big parks. 

READING &  
USE OF LANGUAGE SECTION
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Example: When did the festival in London take place?

 a. In February
 b. In March
 c. In December

25. What is this text about? 

 a. A special lantern
 b. A festival in London
 c. Chinese people

26. What could people buy at the festival in London?

 a. Lanterns
 b. Souvenirs
 c. Flowers

27. How often do Lantern festivals take place in China?

 a. Every 6 months
 b. Every year
 c. Every month

28. When is the Chinese New Year according to the text?

 a. In February
 b. In March
 c. In February or March
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Task 2

Read the 3 texts below. The texts are followed by 6 questions. For each question, 
there are 3 answer choices, a, b, and c. Choose the answer choice which best 
answers the question and put a circle around the letter. The first question has 
been done for you as an example. 

A  Jonny and Buster

Where: Rio Cinema

Starts: 10:00am, 3:30pm, 8:30pm

A boy goes on vacation with his 

dog and has a big adventure. They 

get lost and try to go home. On the 

way home they find a circus and 

make friends with some clowns. 

If  you want to laugh, watch this 

movie. 

Tickets cost 8 euros

C  The Adventure

Where: Downtown Cinema

Starts: 6:00pm, 8:00pm

Some adventurers travel across the world to find a magic rock. They fight 

monsters and dragons and meet a beautiful princess. Will they find their 

way home? This is an exciting movie.

Tickets cost 10 euros

B  Money, Money

Where: The Odeon Cinema

Starts:  3:00pm, 8:30pm

This movie is about a family that 

wins a million dollars. We see 

how much fun they have and how 

they try to make their dreams 

come true. One day a dog comes 

to their house and teaches us 

all that money isn’t the most 

important thing in  

life.

Tickets cost 9 

euros
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Example: Which movie has a dragon in it?

 a. Jonny and Buster
 b. Money, Money
 c. The Adventure 

29. Which movie can you watch in the morning?

 a. Jonny and Buster
 b. Money, Money
 c. The Adventure 

30. Which movie is the most expensive?

 a. Jonny and Buster
 b. Money, Money
 c. The Adventure 

31. Which movie can you see clowns in?

 a. Jonny and Buster
 b. Money, Money
 c. The Adventure 

32. Which movie will teach you something?

 a. Jonny and Buster
 b. Money, Money
 c. The Adventure 

33. Which movie will make you excited?

 a. Jonny and Buster
 b. Money, Money
 c. The Adventure
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Task 3 

For each of the questions below, choose the answer choice which best fits the gap 
in each sentence and put a circle around the letter. The first one has been done for 
you as an example. 

Example: I  a shower every day.
 a. am having
 b. have
 c. haven’t
 d. has had

34. What  do this evening?
 a. you are going
 b. are you going
 c. you are going to 
 d. are you going to 

35. I  to school when I started to feel ill.
 a. was walking
 b. walked
 c. have walked
 d. walk 

36. What  this soup taste like?
 a. do
 b. is
 c. does
 d. was 

37.	 When	I	was	five	years	old,	I	  swim.
 a. can’t
 b. have to
 c. can 
 d. couldn’t

38. I  my bike to school yesterday.
 a. don’t ride
 b. didn’t ride
 c. am not riding
 d. doesn’t ride  
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Task 4

For each of the questions below, choose the answer choice which best fits the gap 
in each sentence and put a circle around the letter. The first one has been done for 
you as an example. 

Example: You can buy stamps at the  .
 a. post office
 b. bakery
 c. grocer’s
 d. butcher’s

39. A policeman wears  at work.
 a. a swimming suit
 b. a uniform
 c. a dress
 d. a scarf

40. You can see very old Roman statues in this  .
 a. museum
 b. theater
 c. library
 d. station

41. I have a new text message on my  .
 a. MP3 player
 b. notebook
 c. mailbox
 d. cell phone

42. I felt really  when I saw a big spider in my bedroom!
 a. clever
 b. tired
 c. frightened
 d. sad

43. Can you give me your new email  please?
 a.   name 
 b.   place
 c.   number
 d.   address
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Task 5 

Complete the gaps in each of the dialogues by choosing the correct phrase from 
the boxes below. The first one has been done for you as an example. There are 3 
boxes you will not use.

Could I have

Example:

Assistant:  Good morning, can I help you?

Customer:   Yes.  two glasses of  orange 

juice, please.

Assistant:  Of  course. Here you are. Would you like anything else?

Customer: No, thank you.

Mum:  Jimmy, it’s time for school.

Jimmy:  (44)  , Mum?

Mum:  It’s half  past three. Come on you’ll be late.

Sara:  Excuse me, can you tell me where the library is, please?

Fred:   Yes. Go down the road and  

(45)  at the train station.

Sara:  Thank you.

Anna:  Hello, can I speak to Mr. Roberts, please?

Assistant:   I’m sorry, he’s out at the moment.  

(46)  you?

Anna:  No, it’s ok. I’ll call later.

Could I have When is it Can I help turn around

Would you like What time is it turn right
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Task 6

Complete the dialogue by choosing the correct word from the boxes below. The first 
one has been done for you as an example. There are 2 words you will not use.

A brother and sister are planning a party…

Peter:   Let’s  a party on Saturday, 

Elisabeth!

Elisabeth:  Great idea, Peter! We can have it at our house.

Peter:  Why don’t we have it outside in the garden?

Elisabeth:   Yes, that will be more fun. Also, Mom won’t have to worry about 

(47)  !

Peter:  Who are we going to (48)  ?

Elisabeth:   Let’s (49)  . What about 

the whole class?

Peter:  Perfect! 

have

cleaning see have

buy invite to clean

End of the Reading & Use of Language Section
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WRITING SECTION

There are 2 tasks in the Writing Section. You must do both tasks. You have 25 minutes to 
finish the tasks.

Task 1

You are going to a new school. Your new teacher has asked you to write a few words about 
yourself. Use the questions below to write a short paragraph of around 40-50 words.

What is your name?
How old are you?
What are your favorite hobbies? Why do you like them?
What do you like at school and why?
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Task 2

You are on vacation with your family. Write an email to your best friend telling him or her 
about your vacation. You should write around 40-50 words.

Tell him/her 
• where you are
• who you are with
• what you are doing
• what you like about your vacation

 
Start your email with Hi (name of friend) and end with See you soon, (your name).
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LISTENING

 1. F

 2. G

 3. D

 4. E

 5. H

 6. C 

 7. True

 8. False

 9. True

 10. False

 11. False

 12. True

 13. Mason/MASON

 14. 25/twenty five

 15. 4 /four 

 16. swimming

 17. Wednesday

 18. 294392

 19. B 

 20. C

 21. B

 22. B

 23. C

 24. A

 READING  

& USE OF LANGUAGE

 25. B 

 26. B

 27. B

 28. C

 29. A

 30. C

 31. A

 32. B

 33. C

 34. D

 35. A

 36. C

 37. D

 38. B

 39. B

 40. A

 41. D

 42. C

 43. D

 44. What time is it

 45. turn right

 46. Can I help

 47. cleaning

 48. invite

 49. see

STYLE 2 KEY 
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STYLE
School Tests for Young
Learners of English

Level 2

Sample Speaking Test
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GREETINGS AND INTRODUCTION

Welcome to the Speaking Test! My name is  .

What’s your first name (Candidate A)? And your surname?

And what’s your first name (Candidate B)? And your surname?

Thank you.

TASK 1 (1-2 mins)

(The examiner balances the amount of speaking time between the two candidates, so that one does not 
dominate the other) 

So let’s start with some questions about you.

- (name of Candidate A), how old are you? And how about you, (name of Candidate B)?

-  (to Candidate B) And what class are you in? Do you like school? What is your favorite lesson?  
Why is that?

- (to Candidate A) And what about you? 

- (to Candidate A) And do you have any hobbies?

- (to Candidate B) And how about you?

TASK 2 (1-2 mins)

Now let’s begin Task 2. 

I’m going to give you (name) a picture (give Picture A to Candidate A) and you (name) a different picture (give 
Picture B to Candidate B). Please don’t look at each other’s pictures.

You can see some questions on your pages. First, you (to Candidate A) ask your questions and you (to Candidate 
B) answer them. Then you (to Candidate B) ask your questions and you (to Candidate A) answer them. Find out 
what is the same about the two pictures and what is different. 

(After the questions and answers) 

Now you have talked about the pictures together, you can look at each other’s pictures. (To Candidate A) tell me 
what is the same about the two pictures (Examiner allows Candidate B to add information). And now, (Candidate 
B), tell me what is different about the two pictures (Examiner allows Candidate A to add information). 

EXTRACT FROM
EXAMINER’S BOOKLET
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Extracts from Candidate’s Handouts

Candidate  A

Ask:

Who can you see in your picture?

Where are they?

What are they doing?

What are they wearing?

Are they having fun?

Candidate B

Ask:

Who can you see in your picture?

Where are they?

What are they doing?

What are they wearing?

Are they having fun?

TASK 3 (1-2 mins)

Now let’s go on to Task 3. The two of you are going to go on vacation – on holiday. You need to decide which of 
the two places is the best place for your vacation. Talk together and agree:

- Where will you go? 

- Who will you go with?

- What will you do there?

TASK 4 (1-2 mins)

(The examiner asks the questions one by one, giving both candidates the opportunity to answer the questions, 
without exceeding the time limit for the test.) 

In the last part of the test, I’m going to ask you a few questions about vacations: 

- Where did you go on vacation last year?

- What did you like about it?

- What about your next vacation – where would you like to go and what would you like to do there?

Thank you both for your answers. 
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Candidate A

TASK 2

Ask:
- Who can you see in your picture?
- Where are they?
- What are they doing?
- What are they wearing?
- Are they having fun?

TASK 3

The two of you are going to go on vacation – on holiday. You need to decide which of 
the two places is the best place for your vacation. Talk together and agree:

- Where will you go?
- Who will you go with?
- What will you do there?

CANDIDATE HANDOUT
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Candidate B

TASK 2

Ask:
- Who can you see in your picture?
- Where are they?
- What are they doing?
- What are they wearing?
- Are they having fun?

TASK 3

The two of you are going to go on vacation – on holiday. You need to decide which of 
the two places is the best place for your vacation. Talk together and agree:

- Where will you go?
- Who will you go with?
- What will you do there?

CANDIDATE HANDOUT
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SCHOOL TESTS FOR YOUNG LEARNERS OF ENGLISH. LEVEL 2. 

FORM A

COPYRIGHT HELLENIC AMERICAN UNIVERSITY.

LISTENING SECTION

The Listening Section has 4 Parts and 24 questions. You will hear each of the Parts twice. 

PART 1

Look at the pictures below. You will hear 6 short dialogues. In each dialogue, 2 people are talking about a person in one of 
the pictures. Which person are they talking about? For each question, choose the best answer to each question and put a 
circle around the letter that matches the person. There is 1 picture you will not use. The first question has been done for 
you as an example. You will hear the dialogues twice.

GIRL:   Is that Vicky talking on her phone over there? 

BOY:  You mean the girl with the pink dress?

GIRL:  No.  She’s the one walking with a very small dog! 

BOY:  You’re right!  

Example: Which person is Vicky?

BOY:  Is that your dad over there, Michelle? The man with the brown hair?

GIRL:   No, my dad’s got blond hair.  

BOY:   I thought your dad had a beard?

GIRL:  No, my dad doesn’t like beards!

     

Question 1: Which person is Michelle’s dad?  

GIRL:  Look, there’s Sarah!  What is she wearing?

BOY:  She just had her birthday, and her mum bought her a necklace.

GIRL:  It looks beautiful.  And such a lovely color.

BOY:   Yeah, she loves gold jewelry!

Question 2: Which person is Sarah?

BOY:  Is that Mary carrying a glass of orange juice?

GIRL:  No, that’s Jane.  Mary is the girl who is wearing a pink dress.

BOY:   Ah, I see her.  She’s holding something in her hand.

GIRL:   That’s her diary.  She’s always writing in it and carries it with her everywhere!

Question 3: Which person is Mary?

GIRL:  Who’s that dancing over there?

BOY:   Do you mean the girl wearing trousers or the girl with the skirt? 

GIRL:  The girl with the jeans and the hat.  She’s dancing really well.

BOY:  Yeah, that’s Rita.  She’s the school’s best dancer! 

Question 4: Which person is Rita?

Transcript
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BOY:  Is that James over there?

GIRL:   The man with the tie and glasses? That’s Martin.

BOY:  No, I mean the boy who’s wearing the bright red shoes.

GIRL:  Yeah, that’s James. He likes bright colors! 

Question 5: Which person is James?

GIRL:  Frank looks angry at the moment!

BOY:  I think his team are losing the match.

GIRL:  Yes, you’re right.  The score is 2 goals to 1.

BOY:  But there is still time to score one goal.  Come on Frank!

Question 6: Which person is Frank?

Now you will hear the dialogues again.

 

End of Part 1.

Part 2

Helen and Bill are in a bookstore. Listen to them talking and read the sentences below. As you listen, put a circle around 
True if the sentence is true, or False if the sentence is false. The first question has been done for you as an example. You 
will hear the dialogue twice.

GIRL:  Hi, Bill.  I’m going to get something fun to read for the holidays from this bookstore.  Are you looking for a book 
too?   

BOY:  Hi Helen. Yes, I like reading and this is a great bookstore!  There are so many books and comics here.

GIRL:  Yeah, it’s amazing, Bill.  

BOY:  I really like adventure stories! The people have such an exciting time and visit fantastic places! How about you?

GIRL:   I like books about animals.  No adventures for me! 

BOY:  What’s the best book you’ve ever read, Helen?

GIRL:  My favorite book is a story about a bear who returns to his family in the wild after living in a zoo all his life. It was 
a true story.

BOY:  It sounds interesting. Ah, I think I’ll buy this book. It’s an adventure story about children on an island.

GIRL:  How much is it?

BOY:  It’s not very expensive. I have enough money to buy it.

GIRL:  Great. Well, I’ve got to go home now, Bill.  My aunt is coming to my house for dinner tonight.  

BOY:   OK, have a nice time! Bye!

Now you will hear the dialogue again.

End of Part 2.
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PART 3

Listen to a conversation between a girl and a boy who wants to join a football team at his school. While you listen, help 
the girl by filling in the form below. Use numbers or 1 word in each gap. You will hear the conversation twice. The first 
space has been done for you as an example.

     

BOY:  Hi. Are you helping our sports teacher? I’d like to join the school football club.

GIRL:   Sure. I’m doing the list for him.  Could you give me your first name?

BOY:  Yes, it’s Jimmy. 

GIRL: And your last name?

BOY: Mason.  That’s M-A-S-O-N.

GIRL:  Thank you. Could you give me your address?  

BOY:  Yes, I live at 25 Princeton Street.

GIRL:  OK. 25 Princeton Street. Now, I need to ask you some more questions. How old are you?

BOY: Eleven. 

GIRL: And how long have you been playing football? 

BOY:  Well, including last year, I’ve been playing for 3 years. Ah, but before my family moved here, I played for my local 
school team for a year.  So that’s actually 4 years. Sorry!

GIRL: So 4 years then? Do you play any other sports?

BOY:  I don’t really like basketball, but I go swimming at weekends. What days will we have football practice?  

GIRL:   Let me see.  There’s football practice every day except Friday. Which days would you like to come?

BOY: I can only come on Monday and Wednesday because I have some lessons on the other days.

GIRL: That’s OK. So can you give me your phone number?

BOY:  Sure, it’s two, nine, four, three, nine, two. 

GIRL:  Two, nine, four, three, nine, two. Thank you! See you on Monday!

Now you will hear the conversation again.

End of Part 3.

PART 4

In this part of the Listening Test, you will hear 7 dialogues between 2 people. For each dialogue, there is one question and 
three pictures, A, B and C. Choose the picture which best answers the question and put a circle around the letter for that 
picture. The first one has been done for you as an example. You will hear the dialogues twice. 

BOY:  How will you get to school tomorrow, Lisa?

GIRL:  Well, Dad usually drives me, but tomorrow he has an important job to do in the morning.

BOY:   You could take the bus. It doesn’t cost much.

GIRL:  I like the bus but I need some exercise. I live quite near the school so I’ll get up a bit earlier and walk.  

Example: How will Lisa get to school tomorrow?

GIRL:  Hi Tony. How was your holiday in Italy?

BOY:  It was fantastic! We ate out at lots of restaurants.  

GIRL:  So, what was your best meal? I know Italy has some great pizza. They also have spaghetti with tomato sauce.

BOY:  I liked those, but my favorite was chicken and chips.  

Question 19: What was Tony’s favorite meal?
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BOY:  Jill’s late!  It’s quarter past five and she’s not here yet.  

GIRL:  Don’t worry, Fred. The movie begins at six, so we have lots of time.

BOY:   OK. We’ll wait until half past five, but then we’ll have to go inside to get our seats.

GIRL:  I agree. We’ll wait a bit longer before going inside.

Question 20: What time will the movie start?

GIRL:  Have you seen my glasses?  I thought they were next to the lamp on the table.

BOY:  No, I can’t see them there. Are they in your drawer?

GIRL:  No. I’ve already looked in the drawers.

BOY:  Didn’t you do your homework last night, before you went to bed?

GIRL:   You’re right. Here they are, under my books.

Question 21: Where are Jenny’s glasses now?

BOY:  How was your birthday, Hilary? Did you have a party at home?

GIRL:   Well, I wanted to have a picnic in the park.

BOY:   That sounds nice, but wasn’t it raining yesterday?  

GIRL:  Yes, it was, so we decided to go to a restaurant in the town center.  We had great fun there, and my cake was 
delicious!

Question 22: Where did Hilary have her birthday party?

GIRL:  Let’s go to the beach tomorrow! I’m sure the weather will be sunny!

BOY:  Really?  The radio said it’ll rain tomorrow!

GIRL:  I thought it said it would rain today? And look, it is!

BOY:  You might be right. The newspaper says it will be cloudy with some sun tomorrow.

Question 23: What is the weather like today?

BOY:  How’s your new school, Jenny?

GIRL:  It’s better than my old school. My favorite subject is Physics. I really like our Physics teacher – he makes a lot of 
jokes.

BOY:  What about geography?

GIRL:  Geography is fine as well, but I don’t really like History because we get lots of homework. 

Question 24: What is Jenny’s favorite subject?

Now you will hear the dialogues again.

End of Part 4. End of the listening section.
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